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Book Category - Kapoudjian Hagop: ISBNPlus - Free and Open. Hagop Kapoudjian: The First And Greatest Master Of The Kum Kapi School From Examples In The George Farrow Collection Of Silk Rugs And Carpets. By George Farrow with Leonard Harrow. - AbeBooks HAGOP KAPOUDJIAN. The First and Greatest Master of the Kum Kapi School, from examples in The George Farrow Collection of Silk Rugs and Carpets. This book is a comprehensive guide to the work of Hagop Kapoudjian, a renowned Armenian carpet maker from the Kum Kapi school. It includes a detailed examination of his life and work, as well as an exploration of the artistic and cultural context in which he operated. The book is illustrated with numerous photographs and diagrams, providing a vivid and engaging account of Kapoudjian's contributions to the world of carpet making. The book is an excellent resource for anyone interested in the history and culture of carpet making, as well as for those interested in the specific work of Hagop Kapoudjian.